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4C. ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
AND INEQUALITY

The session is 75 minutes,
and each presenter has
been allocated 15 minutes
for presenting. Let's keep
the speakers on track with
their time so we have
enough room for open
discussion and interaction
with the audience.

Postdoc, Aalto University

Vera
Haataja

Vera has recently defended her doctoral thesis in
entrepreneurship at Aalto University School of
Business. Her work theorizes social and individual
change through entrepreneurship and its potential to
create more just societies in terms of empowerment,
emancipation and entrepreneurial responsibility.

 11:00 – 12:15Room: Råvarebygningen (CBS Exec.), Porcelænshaven 22, Fourth floor, R4.17
4C. Entrepreneurship and Inequality
Chair: Stephen Cummings (University of Wellington)

Vera Haataja (Aalto University)
Re-thinking the promise of emancipatory entrepreneurship – Critical reflections
on the OnlyFans platform

Caroline Demeyére (CBS)
‘Not like other women’: The role of the ‘exception’ in reproducing gender
inequality in entrepreneurship

Dan Wadhwani (University of Southern California & CBS) & 
Hannah Knox Tucker (CBS) 
Toward a political theory of entrepreneurial capitalism

Caroline
Demeyére

Postdoc, CBSCaroline is a Postdoctoral research fellow on the
‘Equality Diversity and Inclusion as a Moralized Market’
project at CBS. Her research focuses on organizing for
sustainability through three interrelated avenues:
multi stakeholder partnerships, entrepreneurship and
civil society organizations.

Dan
Wadhwani

Professor, University of Southern
Caliornia & CBS

Dan is Professor of Entrepreneurship at the University
of Southern California and at CBS. He is a member of
the Rethinking Entrepreneurship in Society project
and co-organizer of this workshop. He also started
the Humanistic Approaches to Entrepreneurship
(HERS) research initiative. 



Assistant Professor, CBS

Hannah Knox
Tucker

Hannah is Assistant Professor tenure-track at CBS
and a member of the Rethinking Entrepreneurship in
Society team. She is interested in the entrepreneurial
and managerial functions of traders in the early-
modern Atlantic and the social effects of
entrepreneurship on society in past and present.


